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Nature is still regarded with suspicion by some scholars, even within otherwise liberal 
Christian circles.1 As I explore nature is this paper, I want to acknowledge my debt to my 
current teacher of the Māori language, Victor Mokaraka, and to a non-Māori New Zealand 
philosopher, John Patterson, whose advocacy of Māori environmental values is both acute and 
compelling. 
 

 
 

A tōtara tree. 
 
A central feature of Patterson's book, People of the Land: A Pacific Philosophy,2 is a story first 
published in 1854.3 It tells how a man called Rata set off to fulfill his obligation to avenge the 
killing of his father. Rata needed a canoe in which to travel, so he went into a forest, quickly 
cut down a large tōtara tree, and spent all day hollowing it out. But he had omitted to lift the 
tree's tapu—the holiness with which the tree, like every part of creation, was believed by Māori 
to be endowed.4 In biblical terms we might speak of the qodhesh or hagiasmos of the tree, which 
established its status and protected it from misuse. To lift or remove tapu, so that something 
could be used for another—common—purpose, required the ritual recitation of prayers to 
Tāne, the forest god.5  
 
A host of forest creatures, who had observed Rata's activity, became angry and, in the night, 
they restored the tree, chanting as they worked:  
 
 Fly together, chips and splinters,  
 stick you fast together! 
 Arise and stand again, 
 A fresh-grown tree!6 
 



By the time Rata returned to the place of his labor the next day, he could find no sign of the 
canoe he had worked so hard to produce. The mighty tōtara tree he had felled stood as it had 
the previous morning, towering over the surrounding forest. Rata set to work again, but the 
same thing happened that night. After felling and hewing out the tree for the third time, 
instead of returning to his village at nightfall, Rata hid in the undergrowth nearby and was 
amazed to see the forest creatures restore the tree. When he came out of hiding and accused 
them of undoing his work, they replied, "But it is not your tree, O Rata. You had no right to cut 
it down. You did not say the chants to Tāne that are necessary before you started. Had you 
done so, we would not have had to raise it up again."7 
 
It is easy to dismiss this as a tale for children, perhaps to entertain, perhaps to encourage the 
observance of tapu.� 8 But Patterson suggests that it conveys an attitude toward the 
environment that we would do well to respect. He acknowledges that "[Māori] have been 
accused of exterminating a number of species and destroying tracts of forest in the 
comparatively short time they have lived in New Zealand."9 But the story of Rata warns against 
treating parts of creation as if they are our own, to do with as we please regardless of the 
impact on the wider environment.10 
 
 
whenua ,  whānau,  and whakapapa ,  not dominion or subjection 
 
Behind this way of thinking lie distinctive concepts of land (whenua), family (whānau), and 
genealogy (whakapapa). When Māoris introduce themselves, they begin by referring to the part 
of the land where they were born. The Māori word for "land" is whenua, the same word used 
for "placenta." Human placentas are customarily buried at or near a person's place of birth; it 
is there, ideally, that the person will eventually also be buried. There is always a close 
association between land as the place of one's birth<dash>the source of human life</dash>and 
one's final resting place.11 On this point the Bible and Māori tradition agree: "You are dust and 
to dust you shall return" (Gen 3:19).  
 
However, the bond between land and people is so strong in Māori thinking that the land itself 
can be regarded as an ancestor, a part of Earth's whānau or "family."12 Two Māori scholars 
write: "As every son has social obligations to fulfill towards his parents, siblings and other 
members of the whānau [i.e., family] so has man an obligation to mother earth and her [family] 
to promote their welfare and good."13 Indeed, no aspect of creation falls outside the network of 
kin relationships. Māori genealogies—whakapapa14—do not begin with the earliest remembered 
human ancestors or even with the descendants of the first migrants to New Zealand.15 Māori 
genealogies may begin with fish, go on to sweet potato, then bracken fern, trees, and birds.16 
Only then are humans mentioned, so that non-human species tend to be depicted as senior in 
status to humans.17 The biblical scholar Bruce Birch conveys something of this perspective 
when he writes, "in creation all things are related. No element of God's creation, including the 
human, is self-sufficient. In creation we are related to God, to others, and to the rest of 
nature."18 
 
Māori genealogies not only convey the interrelatedness of all things in a vivid way, they also 
keep us alert to the ethical implications of human behavior for the environment.19 In a study 



of the Māori concept of collective responsibility, Patterson, quoting several sources, illustrates 
the difference between Māori and non-Māori attitudes to what are often commodified as 
"natural resources": 
 

To a [non-Māori], a fish in the sea is defenseless, on its own, fair game. To a Māori, it is a 
child of the great god Tangaroa, and watched over by potent local guardians. A "wall of 
death" driftnet would not merely be a folly, it would be an unthinkable folly. To a [non-
Māori], flax is a mere plant, to be used in any way that takes one's fancy. To a Māori, 
when we take flax from its (and our) ancestor Tāne-mahuta, we have a responsibility to 
its mauri or life force. This responsibility requires that we use the flax with respect, 
taking only what is needed and ensuring that the use to which it is put is worthy of the 
material.20 

 
The word mauri used in this quotation may cause some confusion.  It needs to be distinguished 
from the word Māori, although they are related. As distinct from the name for the Māori 
people, the word mauri can signify what the Bible designates nešāmâ life-giving "breath,"21 or 
nep̄eš in its sense of "individuated life."22 But mauri is not confined to living, animate creatures. 
Flax plants, as well as the tree that Rata cut down, and rivers—even rocks and mountains—
manifest this life force.23 A piece of wood may be addressed as a person, a mountain top as an 
ancestor. Patterson records his sense of shock when a Māori friend referred to the timber in a 
carving as "Tāne." "I thought at first that the name was being used metaphorically,” he writes. 
“But as the conversation proceeded I was persuaded that this was not so. The lump of wood 
was being called 'Tāne' just as literally as I was being called '[John].'"24 This requires us to 
abandon the distinction between instrumental and inherent value.25  
 
In agreement with the Earth Bible's first ecojustice principle, the whole natural environment 
has intrinsic value. Patterson comments: 
 

we might be unhappy with the metaphysics. [But] the human race does not have 
absolute dominion over the planet and its so-called resources. The … ethical message is 
that everything in the natural world is related to everything else, in the same way as 
the members of a family are related…. This means that we have responsibilities to each 
other, and to the trees and fish and birds and to the land itself.… They are also our 
cousins.26  

 
Readers of The Earth Bible27 will be familiar with these ideas. In volume 2, Wali Fejo, an 
Australian aboriginal, writes, "I belong to this land; the land is my mother…. The land is alive. 
The Earth is a means of communicating with my ancestors, my people, my God."28 In volume 4, 
Arthur Walker-Jones describes how Fijians perceive Earth, which they term vanua,29 
corresponding to the Māori whenua: "The spirits of ancestors and ancestral gods are present 
and active in the land … kinship and mutuality includes Earth."30 Such perceptions exclude the 
possibility of treating Earth as an object to be subdued or its non-human creatures as objects to 
be dominated, as Gen 1:28 commands them to. 
 
I have dealt with that issue at length in another place, in a study of Ps 8, which portrays a 
passive, marginalized Earth, an image to which Lynn White has famously attributed the baleful 



legacy of Earth's exploitation.31 In a similar vein, Evelyn Stokes, a professor of geography who 
has helped redress cases of unjust expropriation of land from the indigenous people since the 
colonization of New Zealand in the nineteenth century, observes: 
 

Māori saw themselves as part of their environment, at one with it, not dominating it. 
This relationship was an intensely practical one of using the resources of land and sea 
for daily sustenance, but was also deeply spiritual, involving recognition and 
propitiation of ancestor gods. Such ideas do not always sit easily with [non-Māori], 
accustomed to individual property rights and concepts derived from Judeo-Christian 
tradition, and the divine command to Adam and Eve, "Go out and subdue the earth."32 

 
One wonders how relations would be between Māori and non-Māori now if the injunctions of 
Levs 25: "You shall not cheat one another … the land shall not be sold in perpetuity" (vv. 17, 23, 
and elsewhere) had instead been the ethical and environmental stance of the colonial settlers. 
 
 
kait iaki  and manaaki ,  with mana—"hard" and "soft" 
 
In place of "mutual custodianship" as the fifth principle of ecojust interpretation,33 the Māori 
language offers two words that convey protection. The first is kaitiaki, deriving from the verb 
tiaki, meaning "to look after" as well as "to guard."34 kaitiaki are not always human, as the story 
of Rata illustrated.35 
 
The second Māori word conveying protection is the verb manaaki, which may be rendered "to 
nurture and care for"36 or "to show respect or kindness to, or to entertain."37 It has also been 
defined as "love in action."38 The root of the word, the noun mana, has a complex range of 
meanings. Among them are prestige and power. But mana can also imply wisdom, generosity, 
and caring.39  
 
Patterson distinguishes mana obtained by warfare and other competitive activities from that 
obtained through cooperation and acts of generosity. The former he terms "hard" mana, the 
latter "soft" mana.40 The notion of "hard" mana is more familiar. In traditional Maori society, 
mana could be gained by overcoming one's enemies, as when Rata eventually slew not only the 
warrior who had killed his father but a thousand of his tribespeople.41 But "soft" mana also has 
an important place in Māori tradition, from uniting people for peaceful activities such as 
agriculture,42 to the provision of food,43 or to caring for those who have been undeserving of 
it.44 This is the mana of Rehua, the god of kindness, expressed by the bestowing of gifts and 
hospitality.45 More mana can be gained by acts of chivalry than by the extermination of one's 
enemies.46 
 
"Soft" mana, for which Patterson coins the term "environmental mana," is not a uniquely 
Māori concept. As he says, "an environmental philosophy that appeals to the idea that all 
creatures have standing [mauri] in their own right could be part of the philosophy of any 
culture,"47 and "in a world in which humans and non-humans are kin, one can gain mana also 
through one's interactions with non-human creatures."48 Such a perspective precludes 



evaluating things simply according to their usefulness to humans, which is a serious flaw of 
some other environmental ethics.49  

 
Multiple benefits derive from the expression of "soft" mana. In Māori society, kindness shown 
by gifts or assistance benefits not only the giver or the doer. The recipients of such kindness 
will lose mana if they do not eventually reciprocate acts of generosity.50 Attempts to hoard 
mana for one's own advantage or prestige are therefore self-defeating. Indeed, the community-
oriented nature of Māori society means that mana acquired by one individual extends to all 
members of the family and tribe.51 Also, a person or a tribe does not have to be wealthy or 
powerful to either gain or bestow mana. Simple, caring deeds generate it. It is by cooperating 
rather than competing that "soft" mana is created. As Patterson expresses it: 
 

["soft"] mana is not what the economists call a "scarce good”: it really can be generated 
out of nothing. We can gain mana for ourselves by enhancing the mana of others. 
Further, if we pursue our own mana selfishly, we are quite likely to lose what we 
already have.… We do not have to follow the path of the warrior—the military warrior 
or the corporate warrior—in order to gain the mana we need or want [for ourselves or 
the environment].52 

 
By enhancing mana, non-Māori as well as Māori can become people of the land (tangata 
whenua) and thereby protectors (kaitiaki) of it. 
 
But what has all this to do with "hills alive with the sound of music"? Is there any evidence of 
living hills in Māori belief or literature?  
 
 
There is,  indeed,  a strong tradition of  l iving hills 
 
The North Island mountains especially are the subject of a mythical drama of which there are 
many versions. Originally all the mountains lived at Taupo, some male and some female. 
Trouble arose over the jealousy of some for the wife of Tongariro, the small mount known as 
Pihanga. In the ensuing struggles, most of the mountains dispersed to where they are [now 
located].53 
 

 
 

Mountains of the central North Island of New Zealand. 



 
Of these same mountains it has been written: "They were gods and warriors of great 
strength."54 
 

 
 

Jealous conflict between the mountains, with Pihanga on the left. 
 
However, the early Māori translations of the biblical passages that convey the vivacity of 
nature are somewhat pedestrian. The missionaries, who were the first to commit the Māori 
language to writing and played a dominant role in translating the Bible into Māori, seem to 
have aimed at literal equivalence in Te Paipera Tapu,55 which dates to the 1850s and 1860s and 
might be called the Māori "Authorised Version." 
 
The King James Version of Ps 98:8 reads: 
 

Let the floods clap their hands: 
 Let the hills be joyful together 
 
The verse is rendered in Te Paipera Tapu: 
 
Let clap the hands of the floods, 
 let sing (or dance) together the hills. 
(Kia papaki nga ringa o nga roma, 
 kia hari tahi nga pukepuke.) 

 
The reference to "floods" rather than to the Masoretic Text's "streams" or "rivers" (neharoth)56 
suggests the translation was made on the basis of the King James Version rather than the 
Hebrew. 
 

Psalm 114:4 in the King James Version reads: 
The mountains skipped like rams, 
 and the little hills like lambs. 
 
In Te Paipera Tapu we read: 
Leaping (or jumping) are the mountains as if they were rams, 

 the little hills are like lambs.57 



 
The prayer book of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa New Zealand and Polynesia published in 
198958 contains a significant number of passages provided by a panel of Māori experts, some 
paralleling the material in English but some conveying distinctively Māori perspectives. One of 
the prayers vividly expresses Māori cosmology. Sky and Earth are addressed by personal 
names, Ranginui (literally, great or broad heaven) and Papa-Tūānuku (far-extending earth), 
"as the first parents from whom all aspects of the created world descended and through whom 
they are all related."59 
 
A bicultural commentary on the Māori used in the Prayer Book notes that such turning of 
descriptive nouns into personal names "is a way of reminding us that God expects us to treat 
all other parts of Creation as we treat (or should treat) human beings, with courtesy and 
respect."60 Moreover, as Patterson has argued, Māori do not necessarily distinguish between 
the metaphoric and the literal use of words as non-Māori might be assumed to do.61 Heaven 
and Earth ARE their parents. And, as the prayer continues, God is praised 
 
 for the proud and lofty Mountains, for the speaking Hills, 
 for the people-greeting Tides, for the open Seas.62 
 
In these phrases, what non-Māori might call natural phenomena—Mountains, Hills, Tides, and 
Seas—are personified,63 and the attachment of the verb kōrero ("to speak") to the word for Hills 
"creates a combination which can be interpreted in two ways, to mean the hills which speak or 
the hills about which stories are told: the speaking hills or the storied hills."64 The bicultural 
commentary adds that the expression "speaking Hills" "also refers to the echoes which the 
hills throw back when orators are speaking, reverberations both physical and spiritual."65 But 
again, the possibility that the Hills and Seas are perceived as living entities, capable of 
communicating with their human inhabitants, should not be overlooked.66 
 
When asked if there are any Māori expressions analogous to "hills singing for joy" (Ps 98:8), a 
former lecturer of the institutions at which I teach, who is now a bishop of the Māori society 
within the Anglican Church of Aotearoa New Zealand, was quick to refer to the prayer above as 
a striking parallel.67 
 
A subsequent part of the same Eucharistic prayer identifies forebears as trees and rocks, as 
birds and springs of water, juxtaposing humans and plants, minerals and fauna, remembered 
amid tears of gratitude and sadness: 
 
 Christ be praised, 
 For our ancestors and parents, sacred people. 
 They were sheltering tōtara, rocks standing in the sea, 
 Strong-voiced kākā, springs of tears. 
 Let light shine on them,68 
 
 



New Observers 
 
Without wishing to imply their agreement with such literal personifications of nature, there 
are many scientists who firmly support the proposition that nature is a living entity. Among 
these "new observers" are David Bohm, who sees what he terms "the implicit order" as one 
unbroken whole, "including the entire universe with all its 'fields' and 'particles'”;69 Rupert 
Sheldrake, who comments that the developing organismic philosophy, or "systems" approach, 
"is in one sense a new form of animism, nature is once again seen as alive”;70 and Brian 
Swimme, who writes of the "omnicentric unfolding universe" with its radical relational 
mutuality, which might have rendered "this body of ours … a giant sequoia … (or) a migrating 
pelican."71 
 
The quantum physicist, Dana Zohar, observes that many philosophers and psychologists have 
seen nascent conscious properties in all matter72 and that "in a quantum psychology, there are 
no isolated persons.… Everything that each of us does affects all the rest of us  [and] Nature."73  
 
Among the increasing number of theologians who take account of such insights, Diarmuid 
O'Murchu writes: "Paradoxically, the whole is contained in each part, yet no whole is complete 
in itself”;74 while John Haught affirms, "in an evolving universe, 'matter' is not the equivalent 
of mindlessness."75 
 
This is not to advocate a naïve reductionism or to deny a natural hierarchy in creation.76 But 
the direction in which current thinking is moving should not be ignored. It is germane to the 
principles of The Earth Bible project and affirms insights that underlie Māori cosmology.  
 
 
Conclusion 
The personification of hills, and indeed of all of Nature, may be scorned by some as a childish 
trait of "primitive people."77 But Elsdon Best, a European born in New Zealand in the mid-
nineteenth century (1856-1931) and for a time "New Zealand's foremost ethnographer of Maori 
society,"78 astutely observed that personification of inanimate objects and forces and qualities 
continues in more sophisticated societies and that such personification in some respects 
anticipates insights of science.79 It may in fact be argued that awareness of Nature's vivacity is 
spiritually discerned. Certainly, such awareness is acutely conveyed in poetry and prayer. And, 
so long as such awareness resists and does what is possible to turn back the anthropocentric 
exploitation of Nature, it will lead to a true ecumenicity, an appreciation of the whole creation 
as the home of life in all its awesome diversity and unity. 
 
Keith Carley, St. John’s College and the University of Auckland 
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